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Wistron: New way to count SMT electronic components
Wistron (Zhongshan) Co., Ltd.: Wistron Information Technology Co., Ltd. was established in
1998, and its predecessor was the R&D service organization of Acer Computer Co., Ltd. As one
of the world's largest ODM (Original Design and Manufacturing) companies, Wistron is
committed to becoming an industry benchmark company in the field of professional foundry. It
has six manufacturing bases, eight regional service centers and three R&D and design centers
around the world. The company is headquartered in Taiwan, and its branches and operating points
are in China, Japan, the Philippines, the United States, the Netherlands, the Czech Republic,
Malaysia, Mexico, etc. country.

Wistron Information Technology (Zhongshan) Co., Ltd. is located in the Torch Development
Zone, Zhongshan City, Guangdong Province. It has about 17,000 employees. Such a large number
of personnel also brings certain management difficulties to the enterprise, especially the epidemic
in 2020, which will cause many The return of migrant workers brings many obstacles, such as
traffic obstacles and isolated observation, which bring inconvenience to the normal employment
of employees, and the development of the company cannot be stopped, which also causes the
company to use alternative means to compensate for the impact of the lack of personnel on the
company.

Technology is the primary productive force. Undoubtedly, how to reasonably use technology to
replace labor. One machine can cover 6-7 workers to achieve technological development. Wistron
InfoCom has introduced X-RAY SMD component reel counter to increase storage investment
Strengthen, reduce the number of warehouse personnel, and realize personnel management and
cost control from the source.
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X-RAY counting machine is a professional counting machine for electronic component materials
such as SMT. It does not need to be disassembled and packaged. You only need to place the
material tray in the waiting area of the tray, and the equipment will automatically enter the
counting mode after starting the X-RAY switch. , It takes about 10~18 seconds to get the
inventory result, and count 4 reel each time.

X1000 Fastest SMD Reel Counter advantages:
● X-ray tube adopts American VJ sealed X-ray tube, long life and maintenance-free

● 17-inch ultra-clear flat panel detector, fast imaging and no distortion

● Calculate 4pcs 7-inch material trays or 1pc 17-inch material tray at the same time

● There is no need to spend 3-5 days to input data to the material tray in the factory, users can use
it directly

●Algorithm/database is permanently updated and supported for free

● Significantly reduce the time for counting, eliminate redundant manpower, and help other
personnel to take up or change the line to shorten the line change and stop time

● The smart point machine uses digital data, which can print barcode stickers or upload directly to
the database. The traditional way of counting equipment must be one for each operator, which
takes up a lot of space. The counting results are still filled in manually, and there may be errors or
omissions

● The smart counting machine can greatly improve the lack of material, lost material, leaking, and
under-material conditions, digitally manage material storage, reduce material inventory costs, and
improve material inventory accuracy

● Meet the trend of Industry 4.0, SMT production line, smart, less human, and efficient

● No need to open the packaging bag, maintain the integrity of the material roll, and will not
affect the moisture resistance of the material

Family of Industrial X-ray inspection machine & BGA rework station
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Seamark ZM Productronica & NEPCON China

Maybe you still are interested in: Solder paste printing defects and solutions in SMT chip
processing process
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